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MAY.

The spring-time is the season when the advantages of thorough draining are
specially manifest. At other seasons where the drainage is perfect, the Farmer is

ab1e to work upon the lanl a few hours after the heaviest rain ceases. Besidea every
lind of cropsuitable may be cultivated at the proper time and in the best man-
'uer. You are assured of from double to four times the produce. We would beg
tO call the attention of our Readers to our article in this Number, page 200, and we
shall continue from time to time to illustrate the advantages of this primary im-
Drovement-for we are convinced no enforcement of ours can be too strong-speak-

g as we do from a very large experience-for, wherever practicable, it should
b. the þreliminary to all attempts at improved culture. We are convinced that
tlorough drainage and tillage-timely so wing, a judicious selection of seed, and
its careful preparation before being committed to the soil-thus fostering its
growth in the earlier stages, when it may be easily injured by unfriendly influen-
e-will go'far to ensure an unfailing and abundant return-unless in excep-

t ional cases and seasons. The effects of insufficient drainage are preceptible at
seasons from the opening of spring to the conclusion of Fall-ploughing-in

the sowing, ripeuing, and harvesting of crops, and our remarks especially
aPply to a very great proportion of the lands in Lower Canada.

During the cold weather of May, when no adequate provision is made, the
stock suffer greatly. During the summer we find, in too many cases, the cat-
le running over the unseeded fallows-and they are fortunate if they have

besides the privilege of a woodland tract. In winter they mustlive on dry
kud sapless fodder, in many cases only fit for the manure heaps, unless accom-

ri!ied by roots, or artificial preparation, or. feeding as condiment. While on
tiis subject, we may strongly recommend to our Readers to seed a amall portion
f their ground with forage plants, for cutting and soiling when the pastures

fail during the droughts of summer. By referring back to the past numbers
of the Journal, they will find directions on this head. At present we would beg
eve to recommend a trial of the Alsyke Clover -the seed to be had4rom the seeds-

kan of the Board, Mr. Sheppherd, Notre Dame Street Montreal, which he has pro-
red for the purpose of distribution amongst enterprising Agriculturists, with

%e view of encouraging a trial of seed growing of this valuable plant, besides
a auxiety for their testing for themselves the value of its soiling properties.
l would willingly repurchase the seed of their own growing-and he thinks

hat it might become-if the trial should prove surcessful-a valuable article of
Port. The Alsyke Clover possesses the combined properties of the Red

*nd White Clovers-is a hybrid -between them, a native of the Eouth of
)Urope-was introduced by our friend, Mr. Lawson of Edinburgh, Scotland,

sdman of the Highland Agricultural Society of Scotland. The great diffi-
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eulty is in procuring the pure eeed. Many failures have resulted from im
position in this respect.

The roots are fibrous,-it is a perennial, and it will no donbt prove a 1&-
luable acquisition. If the lands are too late prepared for the crop of grain,
they should be seeded down with Indian corn, Oats, Buckwheat, Rye, or some
other crop, to be cut green for forage. This would well repay the labour expen-
ded ; and the land might be prepared in good time for a future crop. Surely
this would be preferable to having a surface producing nothing better tha
weeds. When forage crops are cut in a green and succulent state, and propr
"ly saved or cured, tnd fed out to stock in winter, as a change, they will fr•
iuently prefer these to the bot clover hay.

We have explained in a formet number the action of alternate frosts and tha*i
on fall wheat. Drainage would do muh to prevent loss from this'eause. It Î
melancholy to see a promising braird killed off piece meal fron this cause-'
especially when we reflect that so much could be done towards its preservatiO5

by thorough drainage. Il executed ploughing-accompanied with too thi
sowing-encourages a feeble growth, and frequently causes the laying or loa-
ging of the grain crop-when deep and careful ploughing-on a well draineà
surface, inight have ensured an abundant and vigorous crop. The strength of
the stem is of great importance-not of too succulent and watery consistences
but well stiffened up with a due proportion of silica. You will then have a croP
even and level as the floor,-ripening equally-and with a heavy ear. We are no
addressing those whose practice corroborates what we are enforcing-but write for
the majority of our friends, who disregard too much in their imperfect practicOt
their own best interest.

Drained land receives at once the benefit of the suns rays-may be planted &
fortnight earlier than wet land ; and though underdraining be now in its infan-
cy, and the expense must necessarily prevent its adoption by many-we bave
a measure as we have already stated in preparation, which will provide the fundO
to the enterprising Agriculturist on easy terms; and we long for the realisatioln Of
our anxious desire to behold the application of the same advantages to the soils Of
Canada, which we had the satisfaction of applying to the soils of Scotland--
inferior to our own in native fertility.

It à a common error-because of the expense of purohasing them-to so* gr5
seeds too thin-thus leaving a large proportion of the surface to be occupied b1
weeds.

All the field cropS should now be sown timeously, and in succession, selectiog
the seed, and preparing it carefully by pickling and drying with lime or ashe-
Be careful in procuring as fine a tilth as circunstances will permit of. Te
good care to have teams i- excellent order. Take care to prevent unneeessar
exposure of manures, as the temperature encreases. Keeping them closely 0'
vered up until about to be ploughed into the soi, to prevent loss of the Mnore Vo,
latile ingredients. Have meadow fences thoroughly repaired, and top dress the
poorer portions with any fertilizing substances which can be spared for the Pur

pose. Do not allow the cattle te enter them too early, that they may not 4#
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%bd displace the plants by trampling upon. them-speially o a wet surface.
Be generous to your stock of all kinds about yeaning-bearing in mind that a

trifing neglect at this important period may disappoint your hopes, and your
Past labour and attention may go for nothing. For further directions, such are
tl applicable, we refer back to our last numher.

J.A.

We beg to draw the attention of our readers to the following communication
Mddressed to the Treasurors of County Societies, by the. Minister of Agticulture.

We shall have something to say on this subject in our next number.

BUREAU oF. AGRICULTURE AND STATISTICs,

Toronto, Marck 28, 1859.

1To the Treasurer
County Agricultural Society,

As the Legislative Grant to Agricultural Societies in Upper and Lower Cana-
da is smaller than usual this year, and will not amount to the full sum provided
by 20th Victoria, caps. 32 and 49, it is hereby required that all Treasurers of
of County Agricultural Societies shall transmit their Returns, under Schedule
. of said Acts, to the Boards of Agriculture for Upper and Lower Canada res-
Pectively, on or before the FIRST DAY OF JULY NEXT ; in order that
the Grant may be divided at a fixed rate, proportioned to the amount subscri-
bed.

Societies omitting to send in their returns on or before that date, will be de.
barred from receiving any Grant for the year 1859.

By order,
WILLIAM HUTTON,

Secretary.

XANURES, AND THE PRACTICABILITY OF INTRODUCING THE

MANUFACTURE INTO CANADA.

by F. Sterry Hunt, Esq.. M. A. S. D., Professor University of Laval, Che-
mist to the Geological Commission of Canada.

Before describing the results of some enquiries into the value of these ma.
bures, and the practicability of introducing their manufacture into Canada, it may
be well to explain briefly certain principles which may serve to guide us in the
appreciation of the subject. Modern investigations of the chemistry of vegeta-
tion have led to a more or less correct inderstanding of the laws of vegetable
kutrition and the theory of manures, and we are all aware how many natural and
artificial matters have been proposed as substitutes for the manure of the stable
bad farm-yard. Foremost among these ranks the Peruvian guano, composed
for the most part of the exuvise of sea-birds, and employed for centuries by the
lieruvians as a powerful stimulant to vegetation. This substance owes its value
to the phosphoric acid and ammonia which it is capable of affording to the
£towing plant; the former element being indispensable to the healthy develop.

lo9,
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ment of vegetation and entering in large proportion into the mineral matter of
the cereals, while ammonia furnishes, in a form capable of assimilation, the
nitrogen, which with the elements of water and carbonic acid, make up the or-
ganic tissues of plants. Besides these essential principles, plants require sul-
phuric acid, chlorine, potash, soda, magnesia and oxyd of iron, all of which ele-
ments are found in their ashes, and are required for their healthy growth. In a
fertile soil all of these ingredients are present, as well as phosphoric acid and
ammonia, which last substance is constantly produced by the decay of animal
and vegetable matters, and is eitber at once retained by the soil, which has the
power of absorbing a certain portion of it, or is evolved into the air and after-
wards dissolved and brought down by the rains to the earth.

.Many of the mineral elements of a soil are present in it in an insoluble form,
and are only set free by the slow chemical re-actions constantly going on under
the influence of air and water. Such is the case with the alkalies, potash and
soda, and to ,a certain extent with the phosphates. Now although there is pro-
baly no soil which does not yield by analysis quantities of all the mineral ele-
ments sufficient for many crops, yet by long and uninterrupted tillage the more
soluble combinations of these elements may be all taken up, and the land will
then require a certain time of repose in order that a store of more soluble mat-
ters may be formed. Hence the utility of fallows.

In my analyses of the soils of the Richelieu valley, in the Report for 1850,
pp. 79-90, I have shown, by comparing the virgin soils with those exhausted
by continued crops of wheat during fifty years, the proportions of 1hosphoric acid
and magnesia, elements which are coutained in large quantities in this grain,
have beer. gteatly diminished, but the soil still contains as much phosphate as
it has lost, and this only requires to be rendered soluble in order to be available
to vegetatiou.

In forests and untilled lands the conditions of a healthy vegetable grewth are
seldom wanting ; the soil affords in sufficient quantity all the chemical elements
required, while the leaves and seeds which annually fall and decay, give back to
the earth a great proportion of the elements which it has yielded. In this way
the only loss of mineral matter is that which remains stored up in the growing
wood or is removed by water from the soil. Far different is the case in cultiva-
ted fields, since in the shape of corn, of fat cattle, and the products of the dairy,
we remove from the soil its phosphates, alkalies and nitrogen, and send them tg
foreigu markets. The effect of tillage becomes doubly exhaustive when by arti-
ficial means we stimulate vegetation without furnishing all the materials requi-
red for the growing plants. Such is the effect of nmany special manures, which
while they supply certain elements, enable the plants to remove the others more
rapidly from the soil. A partial exhaustion of the soil results likewise from re-
peated crops of the same kind ; for the elements of which the cereals require the
largest quantity are taken in smaller proportions by green crops, aud recipro-
cally, so that by judicious alternations the balance between the different minera,
ingredients of the soil is preserved.

One of the great problems in scientific agriculture is to supply to the soil the
ammonia and the mineral matters necessary to support an abundant vegetation,
and to obtain froin varlous sources these different elements at prices which will
permit of their being economically made use of. Nowhere but in the manurO
of the stable and farm yard can we find combined all the fertilizing elemelts
required, but several of them may be very cheaply procured. Thus lime and
magnesia are abundant in the shape of marl and limestones ; soda is readily ob-
tained, together with chlorine, in common salt; while gypsum or plaster of Pa-
zis supplies at a low price both sulphuric acid and lime. Potash when wanting
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zàay be supplied to the soil by wood-ashes, but phosphorie acid and ammonia are
les easily obtained and command higher prices.

An abundant supply of phosphate of lime is found in boues, which when dried
contain from 50.0 to 60.0 p. c. of mineral matter, consisting of phosphate of
lime, with a little carbonate, and small portions of salt of magnesia and soda.
the remainder is organic matter, which is destroyed when the bones are burned.
This phosphate of lime of bones contains 46.0 per cent of phosphoric acid, and
the refuse bone-black of the sugar-refiners usually affords about 32.0 per cent of
the acid. The different guanos also contain large amounts of phosphorie acid,
and that known as Columbian guano is principally phosphate of lime. Various
deposits of mineral phosphate of lime have of late attracted the attention of
Scientific agrieulturists. I may mention in this connection the crystalline phos-
Phate of lime or apatite of our Laurentian limestones, and the phosphatic modu-
les found in different parts of the Lower Silurian strata of Canada and described
in previous Reports.

These mineral phosphates are in such a state of aggregation, that it is neces-
sary to decompose them by sulphurie acid before applying them to the soil. The
same process is also very often applied to bones ; for this end the phosphate of
lime in powder is to be mingled with nearly two-thirds its weight of sulphuric
acid, which couverts two-thirds of the lime into sulphate, and leaves the remain-
der combined with the phosphoric acid as a soluble super-phosphate. In this
IWay, the phospho'ic acid may be applied to the soil in a much more divided sta-
te, and its efficiency is thereby greatly increased. Even in its soluble form how-
ever, the phosphoric acid is at once neutralized by the basic oxyds in the soil,
and Mr. Paul Thenard has lately shown that ordnary phosphate of lime, Vhen
disolved in carbonic-acid water, is decomposed by digestion with earth, insoluble
Phosphates of iron and alumina being formed, which are again slowly decompo-
Sed by the somewhat soluble silicate of lime present in the soil, and tiansformed
into silicates with formation of phosphate of lime. It is probable that alkaline
Silicates may also play a similar part in the soil. These considerations show that
the superior value of soluble phosphate of lime as a manure, depends solely upon
its greater subdivision. A portion of the phosphoric acid in Peruvian guano
exists in a soluble condition as phosphate of ammonia.

With regard to the nitrogen in manures, it may exist in the form of ammo-
lical salts, or combined in orgénic matters which evolve ammonia by their slow

decay. The ammonia which the latter are capable of thus yielding, is designa-
ted as potential or possible ammonia, as distinguished from the ammonia of the

iammoniacal salts, which is generally soluble in water, and is at once disengaged
'When these matters are mingled with potash or quick-lime. Such is the sulphate
Of ammonia, which is prepared on a large scale from the alkaline liquid conden-
4ed in the manufacture of coal-gas. In Peruvian guano a large amount of the
blitrogen is present as a salt of ammonia, and the remainder chiefly, as urie acid,
a substance which readily decomposes, and produces a great deal of ammonia.
:I, fact, this decomposition takes place spontaneously, with so much rapidity,
that the best guanos may, it is said, lose more than one-fifth of their nitrogen
lu the form qf ammonia in a few months' time, if exposed to a moist atmosphere.

Other manures, however, contain nitrogen in combinations which undergo de-
00lmposition less readily than urip acid. Thus unburned boues yield frou 6 to
1 per cent of ammonia, and dried blood, fifteen or sixteen per cent, while woolen
1%g8 and leather yeild about as large a quantity. In estimating the value of
8Qch matters as manures, the difference in the facility with which they enter into
40composition, must be taken into.account. Thus if too large quantities of guano
"re applied to the soil, a portion of the ammonia may be volatilized and lost,
*hile with leather and wool the decay is so slow, that these materials have but
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little immediate effect as manures. The nitrogen of blood and flesh is converted
into ammonia with so much ease, that it may be considered almost as available
for the purpose of a manure as that which is contained in ammoniacal salts.

Attempts have been made to fix the money value of the ammonia and the
phosphates in manures, and thus to enable us from the results of analysis, to es-
timate the value of any fertilizer containing these elements. This was I believO
first suggested a few years since, by an eminent agricultural chemist of Saxony,
Dr. Stôckhardt, and has been adopted by the scientic agriculturiste of Great-
Britain, France, and the United States. These values vary of course very much
for different countries ; but I shall avail myself of the calculations made by Prof.
S. W. Johnson of New Haven, Connecticut, which are based on the prices of
manures in the United States in 1857. In order to fix the value of phosphorie
acid, in its insoluble combinations, he bas taken the market prices of Columbian
guano, and the refuse bone-ash of the sugar refiners, which contain respectivell
about 40 and 32 per cent of phosphoric acid, and from this he deduces as a mes
4j cents the pound as the value of phosphoric acid when present in the form of
phosphate of lime. This would give $1.44 as the value of 100 pounds of bone-
ash, and 1.60 for the same amount of guano, while they were sold for $30 and
$35 the ton.

The value of soluble phosphoiic acid has been fixed by Dr. Voëlcker in England
and by Stockhardt in Saxony, at 124 cents the pound. This evaluation is bas-
ed upon the market price of the coipmercial super-phosphates of lime. Mr Way
of the Royal Agricultural Society, however, estimates, the value of phosphoric
acid in its soluble combination at only 101 cents the pound ; and Mr Johnson,
although adopting the higher price, regards it as above the true value.

In order to fix the real value of amm*onia, Prof. Johnson deducts from thO
price ef Peruvian guano, at $65 the ton, the value of phosphoric acid it contains
and this arrives at 14 cents the pound for the price of the available ammonis
present. This kind of guano, however, now commands a price considerably
above that which serves for the basis of the above calculation ; and both Voel-
ker and Stoékhardt fix the value of ammonia at 20 cents the pound. The price
of potash as a manure is estimated by Mr. Johnson at 4 cents the pound: but
this alIali rarely enters to any considerable extent into any concentrated
manures, and may therefore be neglected in estimates of their value.

AN ENUMERATION OF THE PRINCIPAL MAMMALS, BIRDS,
REPTILES AND FISHES OF THE OTTAWA VALLEY.

By EDWARD VAN CORTLAND, M. D.
Honorary Member of the Literary and Historical Society of Quebec, &4•

MAMMALS.

Scientifc Name. English Synonym. Remars.
Cervus Virginianus. Common Deer. Abundant.
Cervus Canadensis. Wapite. Scarce.
Cervus Tarandus. Caribou. Scarce.
Alces Malchis. Elk or Moose. Scarce.
Ursus Americanus. Black Deer. Plentiful.
Ursus Lotor. Raccoon. Plentiful.
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Lutra Cenendensis.
Canis Lupus.
Canis Vulpes.
Vulpes Fulvus.
Vulpes Virginianus.
.Pelis Lynx.

lustela Erminea.
Iustela Lutreola.

kustela Martis.
Xustela Abietum.
bephitis Americana.
Gulo Luscus.
Mustela Pennanntii (1)
'Castor Fiber.
Castor Zibethicus.
Arctomys Empetra.
Eteromys Sabrinus.
Tamias Striatus.
Sciurus Vulgaris.
Sciurus Cinereus.
Seiurus Niger.
bipus Canadensis.
Mus Agrarius.
Mus Bursarius.
Lepus Americanus.
Ilystrix Hudsonius.
'Condylura Cristata.
Phoca Gronlandica.

Tetrao Umbellus.
Tetrao Canadensis.
Corvus Corone.
Garrulus Canadendis,
Surnia Funerea.
Surnia Nycteà.
Parus Atricapillus.
Pieus Villosus.

incus Pubescens.
Lanius Borealis.

Electrophanes Nivalis.
Corythus Enucleator.
Loxia Americana.
Lagopus Mutus.

Chenolura Serpentin.
Ciatuda Carolina.
Xingternon Penoylvanicum.

Otter.
Commn Wolf.
Common Fox.
Red Fox.
Grey Fox.
Lynx.
Ermine.
Mink.
Stone Martin.
Pine Martin.
Skunk.
Wolverene.
Fisher.
Beaver.
Muskrat.
Graund Hog.
Flying Squirrel.
Ground Squirrel.
Common Squirrel.
Grey Squirrel.
Black Squirrel.
Jumping Mouse.
Harvest Mouse.
Short Tailed Rat.
Common Hare.
Canada Porcupine.
Star Nosed Mole.
Common Seal.

BIRDS.
NON-MIGRAToRY.

Canadian Partridge.
Spruce'Partridgo.
Carrion Crow.
Common Jay.
Canada Owl.
Snowy Owl.
Chickadee.
Hairy Woodpecker.
Downy Woodpecker.
Butcher Bird.

WINTER VISITANTS.

White Snow Bird.
Pine Grossbeak.
American Crosabill.
White Ptarmigau.

REPTILES.

oHELONIA.

Suap ng Turtle.
Box Tortoise.
Common Tortoise.

Plentiful.
Plentiful.
Plentiful.
Plentiful.
Rare.
Scarce.
Common.
Common.
Scarce.
Scarce.
Common.
Scarce.
Rare.
Scaroe.
Plentiful.
Common.
Scarce.
Common.
Plentiful.
Scarce•
Scarce.
Scarce.
Abundant.
Rare.
Abundant.
Common.
Common.
Occasional.

Common.
Rare.
Common.
Common.
Rare.
Rare.
Common.
Rare.
Rare.
Common.

Abundant.
Occasional.
Occasional.
Occasional.

Common.
Common.
Common.
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8AURIA.

Menobranchus Lateralis.
Triton Porphyriticus.
Menopoma Ottawaensis.

Rylodes Canadensis.
Hyla Viridis.
Byla Versicolor.
Rana Fontinalis.
Rana Halecina.
Rana Pipiens.

Coluber Constrietor.
Coluber Vernalis.
Leptopis Saurita.
Tropidonotus Leberis.
Coluber Punctatus.

Perea Flavescens.
Catostomus Macrolepidotus.
Labreo Cyprinus.
Centrarchus Eneus.
Centrarchus Fasciatus.
Alosa Prostabilis.
Corvina Oscula.
Pimelodus Catus.
Pimelodus Pallidus.
Salmo Fontinalis.
Salmo Confinis.
Salmo Etythrogaster.
Lepidosteus Ossex.
Pomotis Vulgaris.
Anguilla Tenuirostria.
Acipenser Brevirostris.
Corregonus Albus.
Hyodon Clodialis.
Labeo Oblongus.
Cyprinus Atromaculatus.
Esex Estor.
Esex Vulgaris.
Esex Retleulatus.
Bydrargira Viridesecens.

Banded Proteus.
Grey Spotted Triton.
Hell bender.

BATRACHIA.

Cricket Frog.
Tree Frog.
Tree Toad.
Spring Frog.
Grass Frog.
Bull Frog.

OPHIDIA.

Black Water Snake.
Grass Snake.
Garter Snake.
Yellow Bellied Snake.
Ringed Snake.

FISHES.
Yellow Perca.
Large-scaled Sucker.
Long-finned Sucker.
Rock Base.
Black Bass.
American Shad.
Sheepshead.
Catfish.
Channel Catfish.
Brook Trout.
Lake Salmon.
Red-bellied Trout.
Bony Pike.
Pond Fish.
Common Eel.
Sturgeon.
Lake White Fish.
Fresh-water Herring.
Common Chub.
Lake Chub.
Maskinonge.
Common Pike.
Pickerel.
Minnow.

JUDICIOUS CULTTURE MAY TEND TO IMPROVE CLIMATE.

It has hitherto been a prevailing opinion with the many, thatthe constitution
of plants must be altered and adapted to climate, without taking into considera-
tion the practicability of altering or adapting, by artificial means, the limate to
the constitution of Plants. The first process has been called acelimati*ingf

Common.
Rare.
Rare.

Abundant.
Rare.
Common.
Abundant.
Abundant.
Abundant.

Abundant.
Common.
Common.
Common.
Rare.

Abundant.
Abundant.
Abundant.
Abundant.
Common.
Migratory.
Rare.
Plentiful.
Plentiful.
Abundant.
Abundant.
Plentiful.
Plentiful.
Plentiful.
Common.
Common.
Abundant.
Common.
Abundant.
Abundant.
Plentiful.
Abundant.
Abundant.
Abundant.
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]ut we shall endeavour to show, that, by familiar expedients, the climate may
be altered so as to suit the habits and requirements of the vegetation.

It is absolutely necessary to conéider the conditions ofthe atmosphere in which

Plants live and move and have their being ; but, as regards the latter, the gene-
rality.are apt to omit, or overlook, that the conditions and temperature of the soil

in which the roots of plants and trees are placed and permeate, are of at least

as much importance, if not more, to their successful cultivation.
The root, or underground extension of the plant, is quite as sensitive to the

extremes and modifications of moisture, dryness-of heat and cold-as the bran-
ches, leaves, fruit, and flowers that wanton in the sunshine, or wither in the in-.

hospitable wind. The summer shower is as grateful to the buried rootlets, as to
the verdant leaves ; and unhealthful inflùences, or fostering warmth, which,,
the one or the other, withers or expands the gay blossoms, are not without in-
flicting kindred influences on the responding and suffering radicles. So that
the breath of spring and gentle breezes of summer effect equally the portions of-
the plant which beautify the landscape, or seek for sustenance from amongst
the ingredients composing the body of the soil in which it stands.

It follows then, that the regulation of the circulation of air underground, and
the condition of its volume must influence materially the growth of the vegeta-
tion on its surface. And it also follows, that the amount of contained moisture,
and its conditions, must equally effect the growth of the plant it bears. But we

have it in our power, by judicious culture, to regilate these conditions ; and

thus far is it in our power io alter the climate to suit the habits and conditions
of the various agricultural and other plants, the subjects of cultivation.

Now this result is to be obtained by securing the thorough working and con-

iinution of the soi], for the purpose of aeration, or the introduction and distribu-

tion of atmospheric air through its cells-and, by thorough drainage, so as to

secure the removal of superabundant, and therefore, injurious moisture For

*When the interstices between hie particles of earth are filled wit i. water to the

expulsion and exclusion of the air, except the small portion contained in the su-

perfluous water itself-the plants, or their rootlets rather, are deprived of the

inost essential part of their food. Remove the superabundant water, and air takes

its place, holding in suspension a sufficiency of moisture for the subistance of the

roots, and the system of growth dependent upon them for nourishment ; for be

it clearly understood, that it is not water in a fluid state, which is generally

preferred or appropriated by plants,-but rather when it has assumed the state

of air-borne vapour, it becomes adapted for facile assimilation.

But it is also noticeable, that drained land, in summer, may be from 10° to

20° F. warmer, than when saturated and gorged, so to speak, with moisture ; so

that thorougli drainage has the effect of raising the temperature of the soil-and

We thus have it in our power to improve, if we may so express ourselves- the un-

derground climate. It has been ascertained that heat cannot be transmitted

downwards through water-therefore land injuriously saturated with moisture

maust proportionally decrease in temperature. On the contrary, if the soil be

Open, and not injuriously saturated, the warm rain descends through the cella
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and pores of the earth, carrying with it the high temperature it has gained at
the surfaee-imparting it to the soil as it passes onwards and downwards, and
thus distributes that encrease of temperature-familiarly called "bottom heat"--
so essential to the luxuriant growth of the various plants,-the subjects of cultG-
re. So that deep draining, when efficiently couducted, modifies and alters the
underground temperature to a very appreciable extent ; and thorough culture,
and a due separation or comminution of the constituent particles, open the sogi,
at once, for the more easy extension of the rootlets, and permit of the free s-
ceas of the air ; and when both these objects are attained, an appreciable im-
provement will be speedily apparent, both in the vigour and luxuriance of the
vegetation. The plants will be more able to resist the action of unhealthy in-
fluences-less subject to rust or mildew-less easily affected, retarded or des-
troyed by the attacks of inse::t enemfes-less likely to fall a prey to. drought ;
the robustness and vigour of their growth rendering them superior to the inju-
rious influences which might otherwise overpower their recuperative energies.

J. A.

ON THE ATMOSPHERIC INFLUENCES ON SOIL AND VEGETATION.

Showiny the nature of the atmospheric influences upon soil and vegetation, as
affecting the amount and value of the produce, including t4e modification of
these influences, arising from heat and cold, dryness and moisture.

The existence of such a body as the atmosphere is assumed in the Title of
the Paper ; so we are relieved from going into any proof on this point. How-
ever, any person who shall walk against a strong wind for sometime, will not be
disposed to dispute the resistance of some powerful opposing fluid body. Re-
garding its composition and properties, however, we shall have much to say;
and we shall now proceed to give a slight introductory sketch, descriptive and
explanatory of the general action of these, before we attempt the task of explain-
ing in detail the particular nature of the atmospheric influences on soil and ve-
getation, as affecting the amount and value of the produce ; including the mo-
dification of these influences arising from heat and cold, dryness and moisture.

The atmosphere, or air, we may admit, in spite of all opposing assertion,
in the present state of our knowledge, to surround our Globe to an undetermin-
ed and unascertained height. We breathe, inhale and exhale, inspire and expire
this fluid; and without it, or were it differently compounded, neitheýr the animal
nor vegetable kingdom, as at present constituted, could, we may presume to say,
exist, without the intervention of omnipotence. The atmosphere then is a fluid,
otherwise we could never move nor breathe in it. But fluids, like other subs-
tanes, must have ponderability or weight, and, consequently, pressure
and aiso a certain elasticity; and these properties we shall hereafter find, wheu
we are considering the effects of density and attitude, to have some connection
with the subject of this Paper.

As substance of necessity must have some colour we may direct the eye of the
curious to a distant landscape in what is called a fine summer day, and he will
find woodland, field, and stream arrayed in blue, which is the colour of the air,
-the atmospherical livery. The great bulk of the aerial body is composed of
two gasses ; but, besides, it is found to contain, in very small proportion, a third
gas, and a quantity of aqueous vapour.-However, although the relativè propor-
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tion of the two latter to the two former is small, they are of much importance to
the successful progress of vegetation. Many different analyses of air have been
blade by different chemists, varying slightly, but not materially, in the propor-
tion of the individual ingredients.-For instance it contains in 100 parts accord-
ing to

Nitrogen. Oxygen. Carbon. Watery vapour.
Lavoisier, by weight, 75.55 23.32 0.10 1.03

do by measure 77.05 21.00 0.08 1.42
D. Prout do 80.00 20.00

So that we may say from 114 to 175 is composed of oxigen. and the remainder
titrogen, with a small, but important mixture of carbonic acid gas and watery va-
Pour. The two first of these components are, so far as has been discovered, sim-
Ple-the latter compound bodies. Carbonic acid contains :

1 Equivalent of carbon or charcoal 2.equivalents of oxigen Air.
6 16 22

Or it may be said to consist of carbon and oxygen only combined together in the
Proportion of 28 of the former to 72 of the latter ; or 100 lbs of carbonic acid
Contain 28 lbs of carbon and 72 lbs of oxygen.

The amount of the carbonic acid is about ', the part of the bulk of the air
'r about 0.04 per cent, the experiments made by Sausure at Geneva at all periods,
of day and season, giving 4.15 volumes in 10000 ; the maximum being 5.74 ;
rainimum 3.15.

Near large expanses of water, whether fresh or salt, it is found to diminish ;
also diminishing as we recede from land. It is also less by day than by night.
Ihis gass is j heavier than the atmospheric air, and it may be easily poured

through the air from one vessel to another.
The vapour is common water, a compound of the Gasses Oxygen and Hydro.

een ; 8 grains of the former and 1 grain of the latter, in union, producing 9
grains of pure water; or 88.9 grains of the former 11.1 grain of the latter, in
tinion, producing 100 grains of pure water. To produce the vapour in the air water
ha4s been uplifted and diffused by the action and infusion of heat, operating
upon the surfaces of the many lakes, rivers and seas, of the Globe. This principle is
ln constant action; and as the temperature increases, so does it increase in ener-
gy. This process is familiarly described by the term evaporation. The measure
of watery fluid contained in the atmosphere is found to vary according to the
temaperature of the containing body. The gazeous composition of the air is in-
Variably the same in every known locality., To be continued.)

J. A.

SEED WHEAT.

We have just been informed that Messrs. Louis Renaud & Frere expect to re-
Ceive immediately (by next steamer) 500 Minots of three months French Wheat,
from the North, of a peculiarly fine variety, and he expects thereafter 3,000
blinota of Black Sea Wheat, of the best quality. Should this variety succeed
Well this season, these gentlemen intend importing a large quantity next year.
Ihey have the liberality to announce too, that this choice seed wheat wilI be
disposed of at cost prices. - Editor.

> To CoRRESPoNDNTS.-Many Articles and communications are laying
on our table-but, coming in late, are crowded out of this number.
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See Transactions, No ,5 , Page X LVII.

See Transactions, No. 5, Page LXIX.

ON THE INFLUENCE OF SOILS ON VEGETATION.

The influence of soils on vegetation, as will be presently seen, it would be
difficult to overestimate. These influences operate in various modes and degrees;
and it is necessary carefully to consider these varions modifications of action in
order to make any approximation to an accurate conclusion, as to the best ad-
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mixture of the ordinary Elements of soil for promoting the germination and
growth of particular vegefables.

We may regard the soil as the great sustaining or supporting body through
which the roots of plants extend, and, by thus permeating through its interstices,
become so interlaoed with, and attached to this body, as to be able to extend
their upward growth through the exterior air, and effectually to resist any injury
that might result from the encreased latteraI pressure consequent on a very sud-
den or rapid maotion of its volume in one direction. In other words the soil is
the great prmary body or Matrix, as it is often termed, to which the plant is
firmly anchored by its roots, and which enables it to resist the effects of ordinary
winds. As the soil permits of it then, it may be stated generally, that the ex-
tension of the roots bears some definite proportion to the upward growth of ve-
getables ; and the character of the spontaneous productions of the soil are so far
determined by the cohesion or looseness, the roundness or comminution of its
constituent particles.

Again we may regard the soil as the great receptacle or storehouse in which
the varions fructifying particles both animal and vegetable are garnered ; and
which have been entrusted to its safe keeping by the hand of nature or of art ;
and which it faithfully treasures in its bosom, until called upon to yield these
up by the terms of that Law, which regulates the decompoaition and recomposi-
tion of all organie matter, and authoritatively proclaims that not one solitary
atom shall go to waste. When reviewed in this light, the soil must encrease in
value the more faithfully it performs this important trust, and the more amply
it restores in a valuable form, when called upon, that portion of nature's riches
committed to its keeping. It is admitted on all hands, and without dispute,
that the progressive decomposition of organised animal and vegetable matter
supplies the Elements necessary to recomposition and reorganisation, and it fol-
lows, thus, that a soit must encrease in value, as it is rich in these Elements ;
-but thus always under the limitations after specified. While this is affirmed
as a general truth, there is yet another quality of soils which it is very necessa-
ry, in practice, to view in connection with it, and that is the disposition which
varions soils manifest to part with the Elements of fructification, and the pro-
portions in which they arc capable of exerting that -power. This leads us to in-
quire into the natural causes which dispose soils to part with the Elements of
fructification, and the proportiôns in which they are capable of exerting this po-
wer, and also the means and process by which they are enabled to do so.

Every day observation convinces us that certain conditions arc necesary to the
decomposition of all organised substances, - that certain conditions hasten, while
othrers retard it. We are convinced by the most familiar and homely arguments,
by casting an accidental glance at the Larder or Farm Yard ; and from these we
learn that the atmospheric influences second, and powerfully forward the opera-
tion of decomposition. It will be seen from watching its varying progress at
different seasons, that, in order to its rapid and successful accomplishment, va-
rious conditions are necessary : and, by bestowing a little attention to that sub-
ject, it will be discovered that -the mighty Agents by which it operates with
such secrecy, constancy and unfailing success, are heat, air and moisture.

Those are the conditions which are necessary to its development, and it depends
entirely upon the presence and j ust apportionment of those agencies, that this
mysterious change is wrought. The nascent germ, then, is nourished by the
decomposition of its kind :-it preys on the corruption of its predecessors.-
HEaving discovered what are the Agents that promote this decomposition or cor-
ruption, it will be at once accorded that the fertility of soils must in some degree
depend on their structure being of such a nature, as to permit of the free opera-
tion of these decomposing Agents, as well as of their containing enclosed and
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imprisonei among, or combined with, their particles a large proportion of the
decomposing subjects, ready to be acted upon.

In this way soils vary in their degrees of fertility, from the varying propor-
tions of decomposing and decomposable matter which they contain, and alo in
the degree in which the nature of their structure permits of the operation of the
great Agents of decomposition.

But it must be kept in view, at this stage of our investigation, that soils from
th>ir structure, may be too retentive of their nourishing particles, or, in other
words, may be so compacted and impervious, as to baffle the tender radicles of
the plants in their efforts to permeate in. search of their contained nourishing
particles, and, from the same cause, exclude the atmospherical influences-or
they may part with their moisture too freely, and permit the too free action of
those influences ; and either excess must reduce them in the scale of fertility.

We learn from our every day observation of the Animal economy, as exampled
in ourselves and others, that we are preserved in health by a steady and constant
supply of wholesome nutriment : that we are loaded and inconvenienced by a
surfiet, and that, when often repeated, repletion becomes fatal. That a denial
of nourishment is attended with dissimilar, but eventually, equally fatal, effects.
That by at one time gorging the system by a superabundant supply of nourish-
mnent, at another enfeebling it by one inadequate supply, we are certain to super-
induce, by persisting in such a course, frequent indisposition, which will even-
tually determine in organie derangement-so true does this hold in the Vege-
table economy. If soil contains too large a proportion of concentrated nourish-
ment, the delicate vessels of the plant become loaded by repletion, and it fre-
quently happens that a rupture takes place in consequence, which explains some
of the common unhealthy appearances of vegetation ; but the particular expla-
nation of these morbid appearances does not fall within the scope of this enquiry.
When a soil contains too limited a proportion of nourishment, inanition induces
languishing and death. Soils again that are very subject to be easily affected
by the sudden and frequent changes of the atmosphere afford nourishment so ir-
regularly, as to induce in time, organic derangement in the vegetables on the
surface. (*)

But it here becomes necessary to explain, through what immediate medium it in
that plants derive the Elements of their nourishment, and by which this nou-
rishment is prepared for their absorption, and this will satisfactorily establish
how soils, from their difference of texture, are more or less dependent on the
state of the atmosphere for the supply of that solvent, which is necessary to hold
in suspension the elements of fructification which they contain ; and, thus dis-
solved and suspended, to present the Elements to the absorbing vessels of plants
so modified, as to be calculated for their ready absorption and consequent nou-
rishment. Now we shall simply state, without enquiring further, as it is well
established, that this great solvent and menstruum is moisture as it descends
from the clouds ; and it will be at once conceded that close and retentive soils,
provided they have considerable powers of absorption, will be less liable to part
with a supply than those of a more porous or pervious texture. In loose and
pervious soils, Land where the subsoil is also open, a great proportion of the

(*) NOTE.-Itgenerally happens that the fructifying particles have escaped in the aerial
form before the crop is matured ; and the cereal plants and others cultivated for their seeds
are thus starved at the moist critical and important stage of their growth-the forming Of
their seeds or grain. This sufficiently accounts for such soils being ill suited for whest or
the more profitable crops, and particularly to the luxuriousness and productiveneus in g-
neral of crops that require to be long on the ground.
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inoisture deposited by the atmosphere speedily finds its way downwards, and
sinks to a level lower than the ordinary tillage depth ; and the remainder is too
quickly absorbed by the continued action of sun and wind ; and open soils are
thus deprived of their vehicle of nourishment.

It is evident thon, that soil will be most fertile which contains the great-
est proportion of enriching substances, provided they are not in excess - whose
texture is just so porous as to permit of the free action of the atmospherical in-
fluences heat, liglt, air and moisture (although the consideration of light does not
exactly fall under this enquiry,)without being soloose as to be too easily deprived
of its all important solvent and vehicle of nutriment by the active and constantly
operating influences of sun and wind.

But having established the general canditions of fertility, we must presently
tome to consider, what are the particular admixtures of soils best calculated for
promoting the germination and growth of particular vegetables. We May here,
in passing, mention, that all the general conditions which contribute to fertility
are favorable to germination. (*) Seeds the subjects of agriculture, are com-
posed of an external envelope, formed of membranes, and enclosing a kernel,
consisting of farinaceous and mucilaginous matter, and this matter is possessed
in an eminent degree of the property of absorbing moisture from the soil, which
combines with its substance, and by this combination converts its mucilage and
starch into sugar, which appears to be the substance best calculated for the nou-
rishment of the Embryo germ-so soon as the radicle descends from the lower
part of the grain, and the plumule pushes along within, and to the other end,
and escapes from the sheath or external covering ; and when the store of nour-
rishment, contained in the original seed, is exhausted, the future advancement
of the germ depends, as does all vegetable growth, on the fertility of the soil.
ln some instances, however, in agricultural plants, the seed lobes are converted
Into leaves, and by this beautiful change are rendered capable of absorbing nou-
rishment from the circumambient atmosphere. Seeds destitute of farina are
more dependent in their early stages on a peculiar fertility of the soil, and more
particularly on that portion in immediate contact with the embryo germ ; and
they also require for their perfect success a very fine tilth, or, in other words, a
high degree of comminution in the soil. For instance the Turnip and Beet :
and it will be shown how, in this point of view, drill husbandry is most appli-
cable to such crops.

The solid constituents of soil are the ordinary Earths, Silica, Alumina,-the
Alkaline Earths, Lime and Magnesia,-the Aikalies Soda and Potassa, with a
pulverulent substance of a dark colour, composed of Carbon, associated with the
gasses, Oxygen, Hydrogen and Nitrogen,-the product of animal or vegetable
decomposition, or of both ; and we frequently.find soils in the neighbourhood of
the Ocean, or in sea-girt Isles, impregnated with saline particles, deposited by
the evaporation proceeding from the ocean, as it is borne along the surface by
the currents of the atmosphere, and generally, a variety of salts the result of de-
composition and recomposition and combination among the original and acciden-
tal constituents of the soil. Oxide of Iron too is of very frequent occurrence,
most soils deriving their colour, either from this substance, or the carbon of the
decomposed orgauie matter. Oxide of manganese and various Earths and Oxides
occasionally occur ; but it is unnecessany to particularise or describe them at
length in this enquiry. It has been asserted that some of these substances exert
a baneful, and even fatal, inflùence on vegetation :-for instance, magnesia in
quantity, and some salts of Iuon ; but it is undeniable, on the other hand, that

(*) With the exception indeed of light, which is prejudicial in this proceus.
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vegetation does exist where these are present in great quantity,- although th*
variety of plants may be circumscribed, and they may be deficient in healthy
and vigorous growth. We must before going further, give a very brief and ge-
neral account of the nature and properties of these various constituents, which
will enable us to show how they affect the texture and fertility of various soiOiy
and likewise all their constituents.-(To be continued.) J. A.

GROWTH AND CONSUMPTION OF WHEAT IN NEw-ENGLAND.-At a late agricuIP
tural meeting at Keene, Cheshire Co., N. I., one of the subjects discussed was
the question, whether the farmer connot raise wheat and supply himself with
fleur, at less cost than he can raise other articles, and after subjecting himself
to the trouble of marketing these, and to the cost of paying three or four profits
to those through whose hands the wheat and flour have passed, purchase what
of the latter he may need for his family supply. From the tenor of the con-
fessions and remarks made, there seems to have been a pretty general impres-
lion that the farmers of that county, as well'as of other portions of New-England,
were working to disadvantage in neglecting to raise wheat, while at the same
time they purchased so largely of flour. As an illustration of the amount of
lour purchased in the towns, it was stated that in a single town iU
that State, in whieh there was no manufacturing establishment, but where nearly
all the people were engaged in farming, and the populatiôn was only 1,500, flour
was annually sold to the extent of abut $5,000, or of $3,33 for each individual.
This estimate, though at first sight it may appear rather large, will not appear
at all exaggerated when it is considered that in several districts of the country,
where whcat is almost exclusively used for bread, it has been found that the con-
sumption averages about five bushels, or a barrel of flour, for each person, young
and old, per annum ; and that in some families the rate of consumption has been
found as much as seven or eight bushels for ea'ch mouth in the course of a year
-tis larger consumption having been caused, most probably, either by the
want of a garden and its ianifold contributions to the table, or by some other
cireumstance leading to an almost exclusive dependence on fine flour.

If, as seemed to be thought by some of the speakers, flour is:consumedthrough-
out Ncw England at about the same proportion for each person as in the one
town referred to, it cannot be othewise than that the question stated in our
opening sentence is one deserving of a full considerstion, a free discussion, and
an early decision. Years ago the West produced wheat so cheaply and se abun-
dantly, as to discourage the farmers in New-England in their attempts to supply
the home demand, and to reduce the price so low thet their wheat crops were
scarcely remunerative ; but of late, the ravages of the wheat-midge, the exhaust-
ed condition of lands from continual taking from them and making no returns,
and other circumstances, have placed East and West more upon a par, and made
it less diflicult for the farmer to compete with the latter in raising of wheat crops.
Country Gentleman.

CULTURE OF THE ONION.-EDS. COUNTRY GENTLEMEN.-In your paper, Vol.
XIII, No. 9, are instructions about growing onions-some of which are very
good ; others not se good. First it is well te have new seed, of the right kind
-te be sure of this, grow it yourself, by selecting onions of the size and quality
you wish to grow, and setting them out where they will flourish without any in-
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termixture of the baser sorts. Onions, like persons, are known by the company
they keep ; he, therefore, who would have bis product pure, must be careful that
they have no bad associates. Spare no pains in preparing the soi], pulverizing
and fertilizing it well, and clearing the surface of all extraneous matter, so that
the -seed may be evenly distributed-in rows about fourteen inches apart, and
thick enough in the row to admit of the young plants being thinned, so as to
leave them growing about two inches apart. No harm will accrue from their
being thus thick ; this will enable thern to grow two inches in diameter, and
when they grow larger than this, they are coarse and not so palatable. H. speaks
of applying twenty cords of manure to the acre. It cannot be necesFary to ap-
ply so much if the land is at all decent ; one-balf this quantity will be enough if
properly fined and intermingled with the soil.

No crop better rewards care in culture than the onion. It has an extreme
aversion to weeds, and every tbing else that disturbs the tender. fibres of the
young plant. Although the bulb forms chiefly on the surface, these fibres ex-
tend to the depth of ten or twelve inches, and the soil should be in condition to
favor this extension. Otherwise, when drouth comes on, the growing plants
will feel it ; and once checked in their growth, from this or any othercause, they
never again fully recover.

Having lived for the last thirty years in the midst of fields of onions, where
more than one thousznd barrels of best quality are annually gathered, I have
presumed to make these suggestions. It they should find favor in your sight,
and place in your excellent paper, perhaps more of like character on other crops,
May be forthcoming in due season.-J. W. P.-South Danvers, Mass.

REMEDY EOR THE OION MAGGT.-Mueh loss bas been experienced among
onion growers from the destruction of the young plants by the maggot. Mr.
Emerson of Hollis, states in the N. E. Farmer, that good guano appied on the
rows by sprinkling on with the hand, so as to nearly cover the onions, is an ef-
fectual remedy. "The guano must be good, and put on with a liberal hand"-
his onions, he adds, do finely under the treatinent.

TILE MÂcuINEs AND TIL.-The most experienced drainers now prefer th*-
pipe of tubular tiles, to all others, as they are lesa liable to accident. It bas

en proved that a small quantity of water will rise higher, and consequently
rnfaster, in the narrow concave of a pipe, than in the fiat and wide bottom of
a horse-shoe tile. Some of the bebt English drainers assert that inch pipe are
quite sufficient for the modern branch drains ; others prefer those with a bore 1I
or even 2 inches in diameter, but I think the medium size is best. It is a
common error to make draining too large, as the current is apt to become slug-
gish in them, and to deposit sediment, which ultimately chokes the drain.-
EDwARD MAsoN.-Detroit.

BHORT-HORN SALE.-Our last foreign journals come to us with accounts of two
gales of Short-Horns the second week in March, one of which-that of Mr. TRouT-
1seO at Blencow, near Penrith, Cumberland-deserves particular mention. The
herd was one carefally bred, principally descended from the celebrated Nell Gwyn-
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ne and Strawberry cows, both from the stock of Charles and Robert Collinge : the
attendance was between 500 and 600 ; the competition was spirited, and the pri-
cees high. Of 35 lots, comprising cows, heifers and heifer calves, 32 were sold
for 1,897 guineas--being at an average price of nearly 60 guineas, or$800-one
of the Gwynne tribe, (light roan, calved 1856,) selling for $750 ; another (roan
calved 1858,) for $625, and a third, same age and color as the last, for $590.
The average for all the Gwynne tribe was about $360 per head, while that of the
Strawberrys was$190. Five bulls were sold, averaging about $220-the youn»
et, which brought 37 guineas, being only thirty days old. This sale is thougt
especially noteworthy, as it manifesta the esteem in which the Short-Horns are
now held in the immediate district formerly noted for its Long-Horns, and shows
the oomplete triumph of the stock of the Collings brothers over that of Bakewell
the great pioneer in stock improvement, whose pupils in some measure the Col-
linge were.

Mr. STRAFFoRD, under whose direction this sale took place, also sold the day
previously the herd of Mr. M. SPRAGcoN, near Stockfield- comprising 34 lots of
cows and heifers, and 13 bulls and bull calves.

FENCE-MAKING-INTERTED PosTs.-I see in THE (ULTIVATOR for 1858, p. 340,
a hint given on inverted posts. This is a thing perhaps not generally known
among our farmersand perhaps not generally believed. It is nevertheless true
that posts or stakes will last longer if inverted than otherwise ; though the top
end may be smallest, yet will it outlast the other if inverted. I am not able to
give the reason why it is so, but am told that the timber has a natural "suction"
by which water or dampness is drawn above the surface of the ground, which rots
it off, which is not the case if inverted. Try it, brother farmers. C. F--
Clarion Co., Post.

CULTUns OF THE 0NIoN.-MEss. TUCKER & SoN.-J have often seen the cul-
) ture of the onion given in THE CULTIvAToR. Now I will give my way of raising

onions. If the ground is wet, horse manure is best for it. Plow it in the fall,
and let it lay till spring. But if it is a dry, sandy soil, common barn-yard ma-
nure is the bast. Put it on in the spring, and plow it 8 or 9 inches deep, and
then rake smooth, and draw your drills 14 inches apart-after marking, let it
lay to the sun a few hours, and then sow 6 to 8 pounds to the acre. Cover up
the seed, and roll the beds with a light garden roller. When they come up, a
top-dressing of wood ashes is very beneficial to this crop. Hoe and weed when
needed, but not hoe too deep. Thin out to 2 or 2J inches apart in the drill. .At
the last weeding, brush the dirt away from the bottom to give it a good chance
'to bottom above ground. I have not given any time to sow, as every one ca
judge for himself.--GEoRGE T. OSBORN, Pawling N. Y.

MANURES FOR POTATOES.

in the April number of the Genessee Farmer for 1858rf we gave the results of
some experiments, made by the proprietor of this journal, with several artificial
fertilisers on potatoes. It was there shown that thongh half the ash of potatoe0
consista of potash, four hundred pounda of unleached wood ashes, gave an in-
crease of only five bushels per acre, while 150 lbs. of sulphate of ammonia gave
an increase of 45 bushels per acre, and 150 lbs. of sulphate of ammonia and 800
bo. of super-phosphate of lime gage an increase of 84 bushels per acre.
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We then remarked that these experiments indicate that potatoes require, in
an, eminent legree, ammonia and phosphates, and that therefore Peruvian guano,
Which contains abo-t 18 per cent. of ammonia and 25 per cent. of phosphates,
is'one of the best artificial manures that can be used for potatoes, and instanoed
the following fact in confirmation :

" In the same field on which the above experiments were made, two acres
were planted with potatoes in 1852, without any manure, and two acres with
800 Ibo. of Peruvian guano per acre, sown broadcast. The two acres without
inanure produced 238 bushels, and the two acres dressed with guad producd
410 bushels; or an increase of eight-y-six bushels per acre."

Since then, the result of some experiments made in Scotland have been pu.
blished in the Quarteuly Journal of Agriculture, which confirms this opinion.

There were forty-seven experiments in all, but our space prevents allusion to
more than the principal ones.

Of any Single manure, Peruvian guano gives the greatest increase and also,
as an auxiliary to farm manure, it affords the best result.

Sulphate of lime (plaster) was used in unusually large quantity. Eight hunx-
dred and ninety-six Ibs., when used alone, gave and increase of i buhàels;
and when used with farm manure, it caused a decrease of 9j bushels, as compar-
ed with the plot receiving the same quantity of farm manure alone ! This is a
result we cannot account for. Muriate of potash, used with farm manure, also
caused a decrease in the produce. In our experiments, 100 Ibs. of plaster, used
alone, gave in increase of six bushels per acre over the unmanured plot.

As more convenient for comparison, we give the main results in tabular form:

Produce in Increase in
Manures used and quantity per acre. bush's hush's

per acre per acre.

No manure .................. .......... 157
896 ibs. sulphate of liùhe, (plaster). ......... 168J 11
663 ibs. superphospate of lime .................. 191 34
376 lbs. Peruvian guano. ..................... 275 118
252 lbs. sulphate of ammonia .............. ..a 179 22
224 lbs. nitrate of soda ........................ 193Î 36 .
15 loads farm manure ............... ...... 189j 32j
15 loads faim manure and ................... 180 23
896 lbs. sulphate of lime, (plaster) .... .......

15 loads farm manure and .. . ................ 143
876 lbs. Peruvian guano,..................
15 loads farm manftre and . ..... .......... ' 214J 574663 lbs. superphosphate of lime, ..... -. •

15 loads farm manure........ ......... . 291
252 Ibo. sulphate of ammonia .......-. ..-.- .--- - 4

It is evident that, to raise large orops of potatoes, a of wheat, barley, oats,
corn, &c., we require ammonia and phosphates. If these are present, most
soils can furnish an abundance of all the other constituents of planta : and if
they cannot, there is no natural way of supplying ammonia and phosphates that
will not at the same time supply an adequate quantity of every other element
required. To get ammonia at a cheap rate, is the grand problem which Ameri-
ean farmers have to solve. We know of no better way at present, than to raise
plenty of cloer, pea, beans, turnips and other roots, and feed them to stock on
the farm, using as much oil-cake and other rich, nitrogenous food, in addition,
as they can afford-of course being careful to save all the manure.-Genessec
1N. Y. Farmer.
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GARDEN FLOWERS.

At the meeting of the Farmers' Club of the American Institute, in response
to a request, Mr. Pardee handed in the following as a select list of 25 species of
flowers, which he had prepared for a lady at her request. It was not intimated
that the list was complete, but it was said this list, or even a part of it well cul-
tivated, will be far preferable to a larger number cultivated in the ordinary wayp
Ito wit :

Best Verbenas.
" Petunias.
" Pansies.
" French Asters.

Peona flora and Chrysanthema flora Aster.
-Phlox Drummondi alba, Criterion and Victoria.
Portulacas, best varieties.
Best Double Balsams.
China Pink, new marbled.
Cypress vine.
Canary bird flowers.
Climbing Cobea.
Amaranths, tri-colored, &c.
Best double Sweet Williams.
Best pereeial Lupins.
Best Digitalis, or Fox Gloves.
Best De phinium or Larkspur.
Best double Hollyhoeks.
Phlox perennial, Roi Leopold.
Dielytra Spectabilis.
Dwarf Chrysanthemume.
Peonies.
Yuca Filamentosa.
Roses.

With the exception of the lat named six species and perhaps the Climbing
Cobea, it was recommended to raise the plants from seed, sparing no Pains to
get the best kinds of seeds, and, if possible, save them yourselves. If a lady can
only be induced to learn enough about the superior cultivation of flowers to ex-
el in one variety, she will be likely to acquire a taste that will enable her to
excel in many other kinds, and then, she will ever after b. sure to have au
abundance of fine flowers, with little care or trouble.
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BRAN BREAD.-A sweet and economical , and most wholesome bread may be
Inade by pouring water, either warm or cold, on to bran, stirring it up,, and
leaving it to steep for an hour ;rthen strain the bran off through a sieve or strain-
er, pressing all the moisture out. There should be liquor enough to mix your
b&ead, without any water, unless it be too cold, and a little hot water is required
to raise the temperature ; add the usual quantities of sait and yeast ; and mir
and knead as in other bread. The most wholesome and nutritive parts of the
bran will thus be preserved and added to your bread.

Cobbett recommends this bread, and I have proved its good and wholesome
qualities myself. All the fine flour and bran that passes through the sieve,
should be put into your bread, along with the liquor, for this constitutes part of
its excellence. If you wish for browner bread, throw in a handful of dry sweet
bran, and mix with your flour, in addition, but not that from which the gluten
and fine sugary particles have been extracted by the water.

Many persons who do not use potatoes in their bread, as directed in the first
receipt, set a sponge over night, merely mingling the flour, warm water, salt and
Yeast, and when' well risen, (which it is known to be by the air-bubbles that
rise on the top,) thicken with flour, and knead well : when the dough is of suff-
eient lightness, make up into loaves ; let them rise a second time in the bread
Dan or bake-kettle, and bake.

PLANTING SHADE TREEs-The best season in all theyear fordoing this work, has
again returned. Trees have taken threir winter rest undisturbed, have gathered
hp new forces im root, trnnk, and limbs, and are now ready to exert them in ma-
king a virgorous growth. As yet, they arecomparatively dormant. The kindlysun
and the breath of the sweet south are beginning to arouse them, but they are not
fQlly awoke. Now then, is just the time to remove them to the places desired.
Where in genial soils they may grow and spread themselves abroad fcr long years,
and gladden the eye of the planter.

.Does anybody need exhorting to do this work ? We can hardly believe it;
though stranger things have happened. Friend please take my arm for a short
Walk. Let us go up this street at the right, it is (stepping over into the mouth
of June for a while) well-shaded, and will make a pleasant stroll for us. Glad
it's shady, are you 1 se am I, What a good thought it was in Mr. Jones and Mr.
Smaith to set out these trees by the road-side ? These men where not satisfied
With adorning their own grounds ; their taste would not be confined within their
Qwn fences, but spread itself abroad over all the neighborhood. Hence came this
good road, and this well-made sidewalk, and these umbrageous trees. What an
excellent monument have they erected for themselves ! For a century or two, at
least, these elms and maples will keep the plantera names fresh and green.-
Yes you are right in saying that a man who plants trees by the roadside is pret-
ty sure to be a genia sort of man,and a man whom his neighbors love. I hold,
too, that it enhances the value of one's property to have the street well shaded.

213
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This is my friend John Jones' residence, and as I have the freedom of the pla-
e, let us go in and range through the grounds. These elms standing like senti-

nels each aide of the gates, look to be forty or fifty years old; but they are not
half that a ge. I saw them planted, and know that their wonderful growth is owing
chiefly to the good soil he has given their roots to ramble in.

No, those are not " foreign trees" The first is the Tulip-tree, and the other is
the Cucumber tree, or Magnolia acuminata -both indigenous to this latitude.
They are so seldom planted, I don't wonder you thought them exotics. Can any-
thing be more'admirable'for a lawn than these trees, with such clean, handsome
bark, and snch magnificent foliage !Better, certainly, than the abele, loqust, and
ailantus. Let us walk on and look at the other trees. Here are American, En-
glish, Irish, Scotch, and Dutch elms, all good. Yonder are maples, horse-chest-
nuts, IEnglish lindens, Scotch larches, evergreens of all sorts : how charming they
ail look, dressed in their fresh green coats ! I fancy Mr. Jones feels himself well
paid for his labor, in the attractions of his home. His wife and children, too, how
happy must they be to live in such a beautiful home ? Their friends in visiting
them, and indeed ail persons passing along the street, must say to themselves,
Mr. Jones is a sensible man, a man of taste, and one who knows how to find
happiness in the.world, as be goes along. Success to Mr. Jones!

Reader, let us break away from those happy June people, leaving them to
stroll about a while longer in the shady grounds of Mr. Jones, while we go and
plant trees in our own grounds and by the roadside, while it is yet April.-Ame-
rican Agriculturist.

Tri BEST WIHITEWAS11 WE KNow oF.-The arrival of the house-cleaning and
house repairing season, and several recent inquiries, remmd us to again refer to
that first-rate in-door whitewash we described last June. Nearly a year's trial
has confirmed all we said of it. Our bouse ceilings, and the walls were not pa-
pered, which received one coat last May, are now as white as after a usual fresh
coat of lime, and we have not been in the least trouble with its " rubbing off."
The numerous published receipts, to the contrary notwithstanding, we believe no
preparation of lime or other material will adhere well with Dut the addition of
glue, oil or vainish. The latter two articles are expensive, and caustic lime
nixed with glue will soon change its color. White chalk is uncaustic lime,
(carbonate of lime,) and this substance is the best substitute for lime, as a white,
waah. A very fine and brilliant white-wash preparation of chalk is called
1 Paris White." This we buy at the paint stores for a cent a pound, retail,
For each sixteen pounds of Paris White, we procure half a pound of the white
transparent glue, costing twenty-five cents (fifty conts per pound.) The sixteen
pounds of Paris White is about as much as a person will use in a day. It is
prepared as follows :

The glue is covered with cold water at night, and in the morning is carefully
heated, without scorching, until dissolved. The Paris White is stirred with hot
water enough to give it the proper milky consistence for applying to the walls,
and the dissolved glue is then added and thoroughly mixed. It is then applied
with a brush like the common lime whitewash. Except on very dark and smoky
ceilings, a single coat is sufficient. It is nearly equal in brilliancy to " Zine
white," a far more expensive article. Let the readers of the American Agri-
culturist, try this method the present Spring, on a room or two at least, and we
think they will not use lime thereafter. It is, of course, a little more expensive
than common lime, but is cheaper in the end, on account of its better color,
greatest permanence, and fast adherence to the plastering. At least such is our
expernence.-American Agriculturist.
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FLOWERING OF POTATOIS .- MR. MAMBY of England, in his prize essay on the
cultivation of Early Potatoes, says that "a flower to an early potato is considered
a sign of deterioration-the first symptom of growing out-it being contended
that all the strength of the plant should be thrown into perfecting the tuber and
not in the opposite extreme." He would therefore eradicate them as soon as
they appear, and save seed from plants which have shown no indication of flow-
ering. Experiments have shown that potato plants beginnmg to show a ton-
dency to flower, perfect their tubers less early and perfectly than before that
tendency was developed.-Country Gentlemen.

AGUE.-For an adult female, divide six grains of calomel into three doses;
take one of these doses every two hours ; at the end of the sixth hour take a
large tea-spoonful of Epsom salts. On the following day take a wine-glassful of
the following tonic mixture ; dissolve twenty grains of quinine in a pînt of wa-
ter, to which add four drachms of diluted sulphurie acid : if too acid, add more
water to reduce it. Take the dose at seven in the morning-at eleven-and
again at four, as long as the bottle lasts. When you have finished it, take a
dose of senna and salts ; and in most cases the ague will cease ; but it generally
returns at the end of twenty-one days. As it is sure to give you notice of its
approach, have recourse to the same doses of calomel and salts, as before, fol-
lowed by the quinine and sulphuric acid ; or you may take three grains of ca-
lomel the second time, divided into two doses : it seldom fails of curing.
Should the disorder show any symptoms of returning the third time, do not
wait for a confirmed fit, but take a few doses of the tonic mixture, diminishing
the quantity from two doses to one, till you leave it off altogether.

MONTHLY METEOROLOGICAL REPORT FOR JANUARY 1859.

FRox OBsEMVATIONS TAXEN AT ST.,MARTIN, ILE JESUS, C. E., LATITUDE 45 DEGREES 82

mINUTw, NoRTH LoNqGITUDE, 73 DEGREES, 36 MINUTES WEST, HEIGHT ABOvE

THE LEVEL OF TUE sEA 118 PEET.

BY CHS. SMALLWOOD, M. D. L. L. D.

BAROMETER. Mean of humidity ............... . 792
Inches. Rain fell on 4 days, amounting to

Highest reading of the barometer 0,231 inches, it was raining 21 hours
the 10th day.................. 80.614 35 minutes.....................

Lowest readipg of the barrometer Snow fell in 11 days. amounting to
the15thday.................. 29.127 15,13 inchesit waa snowing 67 hours

Monthly mean .................. 80.021 15 minutes......................

THERNOMETER. lMost prevalent wind N. E. by E. . .
Least prevalent wind E.........•
Most windy day the 8th, mean

Bighest reading the 26th day...... F. 19.4 miles per huor................22 78
below zero ................. 430 6 Least d ). do, the loth day 0 08

Lowest reading the 10th day. .... 430 6 Aurora borealis visible on 8 nights
Monthly mean................... 120 37
Greatest intensity of the suns raya. . 400 0 Zodiacal Light visible...........
Lowest point of terrestrial radiation 430 6 Ozone was in large quantity......

2.16
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MONTREAL RETAIL MARKETS.

FRIDnA, April 29th 1859.
BONSECOUR8. or. AN'8.

FLOUR. s. d. s. d. s. a. s. d.

Country Flour, per quintal .................... 18 9 a 19 0 O 0 a O 0
Oatmeal,perquintal ....................... 17 9 a 18 0 O O a O O
ndian Meal, per quintal ..................... 0 0 a 0 0 0 O a O 0

GRAIN,
Wheat, per minot .......................... 0 0 a 0 0 O O a O O
Oats, per minot ............................ 2 9 a 8 0 2 a26
Barley,perminot .......................... 8 9 a 4 0 00 00
Pease, per mint ..........................-. 4 3 a 4 6 O
Buckwheat, per minot ........................ 3 6 a 3 9 O O a O
Indian Corn, yellow ....................---. 4 6 a 6 0 0 O a O
Rye,per minot............................ 0 0 a 0 0 O O a O O
Flax Seed, per minot ........................ 7 0 a 7 O O a O 
Timothy, per minot .......................... 9 0 a 9 6 0 O a 0 O

FOWLS AND GAME.
Turkeys, (old) per couple .................... 5 0 a 7 6 10 0 a 12 0
Turkeys, (young) per couple .................. 0 0 a 0 0 6 0 a 8 0
Geese, (young) per couple .................... 4 0 a 6 0 8 6 a 4 6
Ducks, per couple .......................... 2 6 a 4 o 2 6 a O
Ducks, (wild) per couple ...................... 3 0 a 8 6 0 O a 2 6
Fowls, per couple .......................... 2 6 a 3 0 20 30
Chickens, per couple ........................ 0 0 a 0 0 1 8 a 1 6
Pigeons, (tame) per couple...................... 1 0 a 1 3 O O a O )
Pigeons, (wild) per dozen .................... 2 6 a 3 3 6 a 4 o
Partridges, per couple ........................ 0 0 a 0 0 O a O O
Wocock, per brace ........................ 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 a 0 0

Hares,percouple .......................... 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 a 0 O
MEATS.

Beef, perlb.............................. 0 4 a 0 9 0 4 a 0 8
Pork,perlb........................... ... 5 a 0 7 0 6 a O 61
Mutton, per quarter ........................ 0 a 7 0 7 0 à12 O
Lamb, per quarter ......................... 3 6 a 0 0 2 0 a 8 9
Veal, per quarter............................. 5 0 a 12 3 5 O a15 O
Beef,per100lbs..........................35 0 a 40 0 80 O a40 0
Pork, (fresh) per 1001bs .................... 35 0 a 45 0 27 6 a 30 0

DAIRY PRODUCE.
Butter, (fresh) per lb....................... 1 8 a 1 6 0 il e 1 O
Butter, (salt) per lb ........................ 0 11 a 1 0 8 a 9
Cheese, perlb, skim milk ...................... 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 a 0 0

Cheese, per lb, sweet do ...................... 0 0 a 0 0 O 0 a O 0
VEGETABLES.

Beans, (American,) per minot .................. 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 a O 0
Beans, (Canadian) per minot .................. 7 6 a 10 0 O O a O 0
Potatoes, (new) per bag ...................... 4 0 a 4 9 4 O a 5 0
Turnips, per bag .............................. O 0 a 0 0 0 0 a O 0
Onions, per bushel ......................... 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 O

SUGAR AND' HONEY.
Sugar, Maple, per 1b, (new).................. 0 44 a 0 5 0 4 0 4j
MapleSyvrp per gallon....,,.................... 0 0 a 0 0 0 7j 0 8

MISCELLANEOUS.
Lard, per lb. ............................. O 8 a 0 9 0 8 a O 9
Eggs, per dozen ............................ 08a 09 08a09
Halibut, per lb............................ 0 a 0 O 0 0 a 0 O
Haddock, per lb .......................... 03 a O 0 aOO
Apples, per barrel .........................25 0 a 30 O 15 0 a20 0
Oranges, per box............................20 O a 22 6 0 0 a 0 O
Hides, per 100 lbs ........................... 00 a O 00a00
Tallow, per lb ............................. 041a OS 00a 0

BREAD.
Brown Loaf ................................ 00 0O9 1O
WhitLoaf.0............................... 0 a 0 0 O 9 O


